
in brief

Brainquake

By Samuel Fuller Hard Case Crime, $12.95

A damaged man (good heart, childlike disposition, 

seizure-prone brain), a cunning woman (ruthless by 

necessity), a baby (mini-MacGuffin, never called any

thing but "it"), a couple of hard-boiled authority fig

ures (both female, one a black detective, the other a 

maternal crime underboss), a hit man dubbed 

"Father Flanagan" whose signature technique is cru

cifixion, and any number of zesty minor characters 

who thicken the plot like mustard greens tossed 

into a stew. Add in a haze of backstories, side stories, 

triple-crosses, double-somersault reversals, flashbacks, dream sequences, 

and hallucinations in shocking pink and four-alarm red. When the big wrap- 

up seems at hand, there's always one more romp down memory lane or 

proscenium-framed monologue to complicate the complications.

One guess as to which notable deceased writer-director-philosopher- 

raconteur combined these ingredients into the delightfully dizzying, invig

orating novel Brainquake, a beach book that storms the reader's defenses 

like the Normandy invasion (which gets a shout-out here). No, this ain't 

James Ivory, pal: it's Sam Fuller at full blast, relentlessly advancing a multi

pronged narrative while throwing restraint to the wind and leaving a 

Proust-load o f movie-madeleines strewn in his wake. (Picture a pastry 

truck in a 10-car pileup after a French Connection-Wke chase.)

Written in the early Nineties, this book is packed with Fuller's characteristic 

verve and emotional audacity: without the constraints of producers and run

ning times, he basks in the kind of strikingly panoramic but non-essential 

scenes, information, and flourishes that wouldn't fit into a two-hour cut. Read

ing Brainquake, I kept seeing it as a movie no one but Fuller could direct, but 

once it gets to a barge on the Seine and a phantasmagorical crime-scene- 

cum-shoot-out, I realized that even from beyond the grave, Fuller was several 

steps ahead of me. I heard a gruff voice in the fog.'teos Carax,"it chuckled, 

and then vanished into the taillights'glare.—Howard Hampton

Walter Ruttmann and the Cinema o f M ultiplic ity:
Avant-Garde -  Advertising -  Modernity

By Michael Cowan Amsterdam University Press, $124

When prewar advertising laws in the Weimar 

Republic were relaxed in the Twenties, print ads 

infiltrated every available surface, even the roofs of 

tramways. Advertising psychologists pondered the 

meaning of the electric signage and neon streaks 

reflected in their pebble glasses. Magazine layouts 

became more arresting. But the medium that best 

captured the"fleeting glances"of an increasingly 

distracted public was cinema. It was in this climate 

that Walter Ruttmann (1887-1941), the subject of 
this book-length study (the first one in English), transformed himself from 

the paragon of the avant-garde "absolute film" movement in Germany into 

an asset for corporate and state-sponsored employers.

Working on an animation table that he customized and later patented,

Ruttmann created loads of commissioned films packed with statistical 

charts and animated pictograms, synthesizing complex data for the 

masses. Meanwhile, his personal films celebrated factory production and 

the scope of city life. In the book's most fascinating chapter, author 

Michael Cowan considers the "cross-sectional film"— urban panoramas 

like Vertov's Man with a Movie Camera—and contends that Ruttmann's 

Berlin: Symphony o f a Great City (27) towers above all.

Critics argued that Ruttmann's aesthetics could be co-opted to propagan

d ists ends. And indeed, it's impossible to witness the camera coursing 

through Berlin by train without contemplating the track Ruttmann and his 

homeland (and its victims) were barreling down.The same artist who consid

ered his early animations"visual music"—and even accompanied screenings 

himself on cello—would later accept commissions from Nazi ministries.

Though he never joined the party, Ruttmann was stigmatized as "the 

one who stayed." Soon he was a resource for Riefenstahl, co-writing 

Triumph o f the Will and editing Olympia. Despite being somewhat lean 

on biographical insights, Cowan's analysis of Weimar visual culture and 

its consequences is as well oiled as the factory machinery about which 

Ruttmann rhapsodized—James Hughes

Watching Them Be: Star Presence on the Screen from Garbo to Balthazar 
By James Harvey Faber & Faber, $27

Watching Them Be asks us to look closely at what 

goes into close-ups—at star presence, which has 

less to do with performance than with revelation, 

whereby the magnitude of the screen makes a 

symphony from the subtlest gesture. Author 

James Harvey trifurcates his study into Icons, Real

ists, and Transcenders— categories less sequential 

than spiritual— beginning with Garbo, to  whose 

mystery and power he claims all stardom aspires. 

A shrewd choice, as his Icons somehow all exist in her orbit, even as their 

images form right angles to hers. When a Garbo heroine is sent to a firing 

squad, she goes with eyes raised to heaven; Dietrich, facing the same fate, 

straightens the seam in her stocking.

Harvey builds an irrefutable case for the actor-auteur, lingering on stars' 

sovereignty over their material (Garbo's vehicles, directors, and leading men 

were often substandard). He tends to synopsize the films at too great a 

length, but makes up for it with lucid, earthy prose—this never reads like a 

textbook, and for that reason deserves to be one. His emphases can be 

bizarre; the most analyzed Ingrid Bergman film from her Hollywood years is 

neither Casablanca nor Notorious but the near-forgotten oddity Saratoga 

Trunk (and when you finish the chapter you'll be aching to see it).

What could've been merely a chronicle of unpacked traits—indeed Harvey 

doesn't skimp on John Wayne's walk or De Niro's smile— startles us with per

sonal recollections (seeing the elderly Dietrich sing protest songs in her one- 

woman cabaret), amusingly idiosyncratic opinions, gossip, and candid coverage 

of stars' limitations (Charles Laughton's ineptness at comedy). He saves his 

greatest surprise for last, a chapter on the donkey from Au hasard Balthazar. 

That Bresson, who sought to purge all affect from performance, distilled his 

greatest truth from the reactions of an unwitting beast suddenly makes 

sense. We aren't watching him act; we're watching him be.—StevenMears
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